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November 27, 2019 

ADDENDUM #3 

TO THE DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR: 

CRYSTAL ISLAND ROADWAY & DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS 

PROJECT, CONTRACT 2013-180  

 

PREPARED FOR: THE CITY OF MADEIRA BEACH, FLORIDA 

 

PREPARED BY:  DEUEL & ASSOCIATES 

    565 S. HERCULES AVENUE 

    CLEARWATER, FL 33764 

    PHONE: (727) 822-4151 
 

THIS ADDENDUM #3: 

 

CHANGE OF BID OPENING DATE: 

 

Sealed  proposals  will  be  received  by  the  City  Clerk, at the Madeira Beach 

City Hall, located at 300      Municipal      Drive,      Madeira      Beach,      Florida 

33708, until 10:00 A.M. on THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th, 2019. The bids will 

be publicly opened and read at that hour and  place  for  CRYSTAL  ISLAND 

ROADWAY  AND  DRAINAGE  IMPROVEMENTS(CONTRACT #2013-80) 

 

ADDING to the Plans and Specifications: 

 The line item to the Bid Proposal for the seawall and cap quantity for 

Flamingo Drive 

 Change to roadway detail, removing Mirafi MPV 550 
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 Revision to the Bid Proposal quantities, revisions shown with * 

 Added Bid Proposal Line Item for Decorative Driveway Restoration 

 

CONTRACTOR SUBMITTED QUESTIONS WITH RESPONSES: 
  

1. Will the City consider pushing the bid date at least a week to factor in construction companies 

shutting down the week of thanksgiving?  

 

RESPONSE: See Addendum # 3 with revised Bid Opening Date. 

 

2. There are numerous callouts for the existing grate inlets to be removed but no call outs for any 

existing pipe removal. As an example, plan sheet 11 shows removal of four existing grate inlets 

but no pipe. Is there existing pipe removal and how are we to be paid for pipe removal?  

  

RESPONSE: All structures and storm pipe will be removed; this cost should be included in your 

demolition cost. 

 

3. There are no pay items for the seawall and cap removal and replacement. How is this work 

paid for? 

 

RESPONSE: In ADDENDUM 3, a line item will be added to the Bid Proposal for the seawall 

construction.   

 

4. Can the electronic files be provided so contractors can quantify the excavation and 

embankment?  

 

RESPONSE: Yes, contact Al@DeuelEngineering.com for access to a DropBox to download the 

Cad files. 

 

5. There are no pay items for excavation or embankment. How is this work paid for?  

 

RESPONSE: The price for excavation and embankment should be included in the line items 

associated with the construction of the roadway.  

 

6. U.C. #3 on plan sheet 23 calls for a possible offset of an existing 6” sanitary force main. There 

are no pay items for a 6” sanitary force main. How is this work paid for?   

 

RESPONSE: This will be corrected in ADDENDUM 3 in the Bid Tab to read 6” instead of 8” 

Force Main. Also additional bid line items have been added to cover unknown existing pipe 

material. 

 

7. Is the contractor required to include line stops and bypass pumping or pumper trucks in the 

sanitary force main offsets?   

 

RESPONSE: Line stops should not be required, valves should be utilized. Coordinate with 

Pinellas County Field Representatives for the schedule of shut down. The shutdown should be 

scheduled at or after 9:00 am. 
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8. Will the required water main shut downs for offsets and tie-ins be completed during daytime 

or nighttime hours?  

 

RESPONSE: The shutdown should be schedule at or after 9:00 am, weekdays. 

 

9. Please clarify the subgrade required for this project. Spec section 22.2 states all subgrade shall 

be stabilized, and shall have a minimum compacted thickness of 12”. The typical section on plan 

sheet 54 calls for 6” existing subgrade.  

 

RESPONSE: The pay item 4.4 calls for 6” compacted sub-base.   The STS Iva Pay Item No. 4.4 

supersedes IV  22.2 where the subgrade is 6” compacted static rolled with a minimum compacted 

thickness of six (6)-inches to a dry density of at least 92 percent of the Modified Proctor Test 

maximum dry density (ASTM D-1557) per GEO report. 

 

10. Will the storm sewer be accepted in sections or is the contractor required to clean all storm at 

the end of the project?  

 

RESPONSE: Typically the contractor will be required to clean the storm sewer. However, we 

can possibly certify a trunk line in phases but the contractor needs to maintain and protect inlet 

from any debris while roadway is being build.   

 

11. Is the contractor required to repaint the house address on the curb?  

 

RESPONSE: No. 

 

12. Is the existing main required to be restrained where the offsets are being installed? 

 

RESPONSE: Possibly on Fire Hydrant Assembly, but the contractor needs to follow Pinellas 

County Specifications. 

 

13. Can more calendar days be added to the contract?  

 

RESPONSE: This will be considered/discussed after the award of project. 

 

14. The storm sewer trunk lines on Johns Pass Ave & Flamingo Dr. are centered in the existing 

roadway. Can these be offset to one side or the other to allow traffic to pass during pipe 

installation?  

 

RESPONSE: The Stormwater collection has been offset, see Addendum 1 on the City of 

Madeira Beach web site. 

 

15. There will be extended periods of time where home owners will be unable to utilize their 

drives. Please confirm this is understood and acceptable.  

 

RESPONSE: We need to maintain resident access but will stress some inconvenience during a 

neighborhood town meeting after award. 
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16. Does the City of Madeira Beach have right of entry agreements for all properties we are 

required to regrade the driveways beyond the right of way? 

 

RESPONSE: The City will begin to contact residents with driveways being impacted beyond the 

right of way. 

 

17. There are existing drives that appear to be tiled. What is the contractor’s responsibility for 

these drives? The tile cannot be salvaged and matching will be almost impossible. Is the entire 

drive to be replaced? Will the city pay for the replacement under the bid item?  

 

RESPONSE: A separate line item has been added to the Bid Proposal for the special driveway 

replacement. If the driveway material cannot be matched exactly, a similar material will be 

substituted of a concrete apron will be constructed.  

 

18. The cross sections show the contractor regrading from right of way to right of way. There are 

numerous yards that have heavy landscaping within the right of way. Are we to regrade the 

landscape areas or only in the sodded areas? 

 

RESPONSE: Regrade sodded areas only. 

 

19. If the landscape areas are to be regraded, how are we paid to replace the landscaping? 

 

RESPONSE: N/A 

 

20. Please provide a detail for the concrete culvert footer.  

 

RESPONSE: The box culverts are being replaced with like kind at the same inverts. It is 

assumed the replacement culverts will utilize the existing footer. If unable to utilize the existing 

footer, the contractor will be directed to follow the FDOT Index 400 for the footer design. The 

fee for this work will be negotiated during the construction of the box culverts.  

 

21. Please provide a detail for the concrete columns at the box culvert connections.  

 

RESPONSE: See comment # 20. 

 

22. The plan sheets for addendum no. 1 nor the detail sheet in addendum no. 2 call for the 

sheeting on the north side of the double 6’x3’ box culvert to be replaced. Please provide a detail 

for the connection to the existing seawall. 

 

RESPONSE: Addendum #2 show the details for the construction of the seawall and culvert tie-

in.  

 

23. The 30” Contech A-2000 connection is not shown on the seawall details provided in 

addendum no. 2. Please provide detail for this connection.  

 

RESPONSE: The ADDENDUM 2 is for the seawall connection for the Box Culvert. Detail is the 

same as for RCP seawall connection for the outfalls on detail sheet 54 of 56. 
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24. Addendum no. 2 requires the contractor to “verify that electrical lines are de-energized prior 

to any work” in the areas of the new sheeting. Please confirm there are no costs the contractor is 

required to bear for this requirement. 

 

RESPONSE: It is the responsibility of the contractor to coordinate with Duke to provide a safe 

work environment. All associated costs are the responsibility of the contractor.   

 

25. Currently, there is only one local supplier for the shell base. They have verbally informed us 

that they cannot meet FDOT specifications with their material. Is there an alternative material 

that would be acceptable (such as crushed concrete) or this there a way to get the local shell 

preapproved prior to the bid? 

 

RESPONSE: There is not an acceptable alternative base material.  

 

26. In reference to the Addendum 1 bid tab, are a couple of pages missing? The addendum 

ends on page 19 of 21. So, are there 2 missing pages. 

 

RESPONSE: Since the Bid Tab line items increased it changed the page numbers to section V 

the last page is SCRUTINIZED COMPANIES AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS.  The bid tab is 

the only change to specification section V which is referenced in Addendum 1. 

 

27. The cross sections in the plans provided show a good amount of cut and fill required to 

achieve the new roadway profile, all the way back to the ROW line in some cases. There are 

currently no pay items included for the Contractor to be compensated for this work.  Please add 

pay items for both Excavation and Embankment. 

 

RESPONSE: There should be enough material to use from pipe excavation and road cut to 

achieve the ROW line reconstruction. 

 

28. Reference Addendum #1, Questions 3 and 4.  Please clarify allowable billing percentages 

per pay period for these items.  The way the current response reads, the Contractor would be 

allowed to bill 91% on the first application for payment followed by 1% billings the next 9 

billing cycles. See pay out chart in the special technical specifications.  

 

RESPONSE: No, the contractor takes a percentage from the first pay application to the last to 

equal 100% at the end of the last pay application. Example: first pay app 10%...and last pay app 

at 10% equal 100%. 

 

29. There is currently no pay item for decorative, colored/stamped concrete.  Numerous 

driveways on this project are of this construction and the price per square foot to replace this in 

kind is drastically more expensive than a typical 6” concrete driveway.  Take 516 Lillian Drive 

for an example, there is no way the Contractor can replace that driveway at the same cost as the 

driveway located at 522 Lillian Drive.  Even if the Contractor builds pricing for each custom 

driveway into their unit price for item 4.10, any quantity overrun on the custom concrete would 

not be fully recovered by the Contractor. 
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RESPONSE: In addendum #3 a separate line item has been added to the Bid Proposal for the 

special driveway replacement. If the driveway material cannot be matched exactly, a similar 

material will be substituted of a concrete apron will be constructed. 

 

30. Reference Pay item 4.11.  It is understood that the intent is to carefully remove the 

existing pavers, store them, and replace once new elevations are established, replacing in kind 

any that were damaged in the process. Is it assumed that all paver driveways will be on a sand 

setting? If the Contractor encounters a paver driveway that was mud set, there will not be any 

salvage possible.  The Contractors have no way to accurately quantify or price that contingency 

in the bidding process. 

 

RESPONSE: If the driveway material cannot be salvaged or a replacement matched exactly, a 

similar material will be substituted or a concrete apron will be constructed. We will address at 

this time and will consider any extra cost. 

 

31. Under which pay item is the Contractor to be compensated for the 6” header curb shown 

on plan sheet 54, Typical Residential Driveway Apron Detail for brick pavers? 

 

RESPONSE: Response: There is no header curb at edge of paver unless the resident has it, but 

normally just a concrete border edge to secure the pavers. 

 

32. Reference Plan Sheet 34, 569 Lillian Drive and Plan Sheet 38, 545 Johns Pass.  Will the 

replacement for the “Paver Walk” follow the typical detail provided for the paver driveway 

replacement?  Including base, header curb, etc. 

 

RESPONSE: Response: Yes, replace in kind brick pavers. There is no header curb at edge of 

paver unless the resident has it, but normally just a concrete border edge to secure the pavers. 

 

33. The current plan set only shows lot lines and not the houses on the lots.  Please provide 

the width between structures at all outfall locations so the Contractor can determine what 

equipment may be utilized.  The Contractor has no way to verify this before the bid date without 

accessing private property.  

 

RESPONSE: Response: It varies in width between the home.  In most cases it will require to use 

mini excavator to fit and swing in between homes to work efficiently. 

 

34. There are multiple properties with existing asphalt driveways on this project but the plans 

show only brick paver or concrete driveway aprons.  Is the intent to replace the asphalt driveway 

aprons with concrete?  If no, please add a pay item for this work. 

 

RESPONSE: Yes, replace with concrete  

 

35. Reference Addendum #2.  The email sent to all Contractors regarding Addendum #2 

stated that an updated bid form will be provided with Addendum #3 some time on 12/2/2019.  If 

the bid date does not get pushed back, this does not allow adequate time for the Contractor to 

make the necessary changes to their bid and solicit/receive quotes with proper quantities from 

their Subcontractors.  Please allow at least 5 business days between the issue of the final 

Addendum and the bid day. 
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RESPONSE: See Addendum # 3 with revised Bid Opening Date 

 

36. Reference Pay items 6.5, 6.7, and 6.8.  Is the intent of these pay items to utilize HDPE 

pipe to make the offset?  That cost would not seem practical with the amount of fusing that 

would be required to construct the offset out of HDPE pipe. Would the Contractor be allowed to 

fuse the proper connections onto the existing HDPE then utilize PVC to construct the actual 

offset? 

 

RESPONSE: If the material is HDPE and needing offset, per Pinellas County’s code they require 

HDPE fused fittings.   

 

37. Reference Pay items 2.4b, 2.4e, 2.4g, 2.4h, and 2.4i.  The Contractor cannot guarantee the 

current condition of the plants and therefore cannot guarantee that the plants will be able to 

survive being bagged, stored, and replanted despite the Contractor’s best efforts to maintain their 

health.  How will the Contractor be compensated should a plant in failing health not survive the 

removal and replacement process? 

 

RESPONSE: It is assumed the palms specified to be bagged and stored are healthy and small 

enough to survive. If at the time of construction it is determined the plants will not survive then 

they will need to be replaced. The determination will be discussed with the City Inspector and 

the homeowner prior to the plants being removed. 

 

38. Reference Addendum #1 Plan Set, Sheet 54. Typical Asphalt Roadway Section. Please 

specify what type of geogrid is acceptable for this project?   

 

RESPONSE: In Addendum 3 the detail on page 54 will state Tensar Mirafi RS580i between 

subgrade and base material. 

 

39. Reference Addendum #1 Plan Set, Sheet 54. Typical Asphalt Roadway Section. Please 

confirm that the Mirafi MPV 550 is to be removed from this typical section and not included in 

the pricing. 

 

RESPONSE: Yes, Mirafi MPV 550 is removed but Tensar Mirafi RS580i between subgrade and 

base material. 

 

40. Reference Addendum #2, Plan sheet 55.  Seawall Details and Specifications calls for 16’ 

sheeting but Culvert Details shows 14’ sheeting.  Please clarify the proper sheeting to be used for 

new seawall construction. 

 

RESPONSE: We are using the 16-foot sheeting as specified in seawall detail. 

 

41. Reference Pay items 3.6 and 3.7.  Will a link slab be required for the box culvert runs on 

this project? FDOT Index 291. 

 

RESPONSE: No, we are not utilizing the link slab. But we are using non-shrink grout to fill 

voids between the double box culvert and wrap joints with marifi fabric. 
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42. Reference Pay items 3.6 and 3.7. Description for these pay items says it will include 

“Incorporation of conflicting utilities, connections of existing piping.”. The box culverts are not 

shown on the plan profile view and no elevations are given. The Contractor has no way of 

knowing what conflicts might need to be incorporated into their pricing without this.  Please 

clarify what types of conflicts are anticipated so that it can be priced accordingly. 

 

RESPONSE: The Addendum 3 will show the box culvert in profile. Contractor to field verify 

utility locations during construction.  

 

43. Reference Addendum #1, Pay item No. 2.6 Description. Pay item description states this 

pay item is for restoration between homes in the storm easement.  

 

RESPONSE: The Addendum 3 will reflect the correct information is for restoration for Lillian 

Park if used as a staging area by the contractor.  

 

44. Reference Pay Items 4.1 and 4.2.  What is the maximum allowable RAP that can be used 

for this project? 

 

RESPONSE: There is 48 CF of rip rap per outfall estimated. The quantity may very during 

construction. 

 

 


